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ABOUT
DREAMBOAT PARTNERS

To develop architectural and industrial marvels in
the world of composite materials

Mission:

To  deliver greater value, reliability, exceptional quality and eco-
nomical solutions through consistent innovation.
Our customer-centric performance driven performance & 
growth-oriented quality management techniques extend beyond 
the range of products to encompass a broader spectrum of ser-
vices to meet the needs of our clients.

Vision:

We Dreamboat Partners are leaders in application work 
related to composite materials. We take turnkey projects 
on Industrial and architectural applications.

We are known for our strong technological capability,
scalability and adaptability that are required to meet the 
constantly changing prerequisites of our clients.
Leveraging our industry expertise, stringent standards and 
driven workforce, we deliver unmatched services & best 
quality products. 

We are provider of innovative, cost-effective, and 
high-quality products through continued technological 
innovation and competent  strategies.
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PULTRUDED PROFILES

We manufacture and supply a wide range of FRP/GRP moulded grat-
ings. Moulded gratings provide an efficient and cost effective solution 
for all types of floorings, walkways and decking areas where long term 
performance is required for very corrosive or chemical intensive areas.

FIBREGLASS MOULDED
GRATING

FRP Moulded Gratings are manufactured from thermoset resins
reinforced with glass fibres making them the only choice to replace 
conventional steel and aluminium grating systems in harsh
chemical/corrosive environments. FRP Moulded Gratings have load 
bearing capacity in both directions of the panel therefore, not
requiring continuous side support. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Flooring
Catwalks
Greenhouse
Assembly Lines

Shelving
Trench Covers
Stairs

Drain Cover Ramps
Platform & Walkways

AREAS OF APPLICATION

| Corrosive chemical process.                 
| Areas affected by corrosive vapor.     
| Heavy load bearing areas.                     
|  Heat insulating requirements.
| Spillages of chemicals on the roof.
| Weathering like snowfall.
| Coastal areas.
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COMPARISON WITH
CONVENTIONAL MATERIALS

FRP PULTRUDED GRATING
Pultruded gratings are composed of a series of parallel bearing 
bars - with either a T- or l-shaped profile - kept in place by several 
perpendicular cross-rods. Because pultruded gratings are
unidirectional in strength they can support heavier loads in longer 
spans making them the ideal choice for more critical applications.

Everest Composites can supply a wide range of FRP pultruded 
gratings based on the intended application.

GFRP GRATINGSPARAMETERS

Life Span

Weight

Life Cycle Cost

Corrosion Resistivity

Chemical Resistivity

Electrical
Conductivity

Installation Cost

Strength

Anti Skid

Maintanance

Fabrication

Impact Resistance

Very High

Lightest

Very Low

Excellent

Very High

Non-Conductive

Low

High Strength-to
Weight Ratio

Available

Maintenance Free

Easy Field Fabricated

High

Galvanized Iron (GI)

Moderate

Heavy

High

Low

High

Conductive

Moderate

High Strength

Na

Low Maintenance

Complex Fabrication

Medium To Low

Stainless Steel (SS)

High

Extremely Heavy

High

Low

Moderate

Conductive

Moderate

High Strength

Anti Skid

Low Maintenance

Complex

Low



has been in the FRP sections 
dealing business for a long time. 
Our FRP sections exemplify 
supreme quality which is
possible because our sections 
are crafted from tested raw
material.

FRP PULTRUDED CRATING USED

FRP CHEQUERED PLATE
Chequered plate flooring is installed in the plants/areas, where 
there are chances of skidding or spilling. FRP Chequered plates are 
used at various chemical industries, CETP plants, oil and gas
industry, pharmaceutical industry and more. Moreover, FRP 
Chequered plates are used as flooring in construction sites as well. 

Finish  : pre-pigmented/painted
Thickness : 3 mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm,  
   8mm, 10 mm
Sizes  : As per requirement
Color  :Gray, yellow, or as per
   requirement



ADVANTAGES

Cable Management Systems are available
in Ladder type cable tray and perforated type
cable tray.

FRP LADDER TYPE CABLE TRAY

FRP PERFORATED TYPE CABLE TRAY

W/O COVER WITH COVER

WITH COVERW/O COVER

FRP SECTIONS

FRP CABLE TRAY
FRP cable tray support systems are ideal for areas where traditional
materials like metals get easily corroded can supply a wide variety
of FRP cable tray systems as per the required requirements.



FRP sections are great because the sections have the precision that you 
require and the qualities that FRP is popular for. FRP lends extreme resis-
tance to corrosion, weather, flame, etc. Apart from this, FRP sections are 
light weight and also have strength that even the strong metals cannot 
lend. Since FRP is non-magnetic, pultruded sections made from FRP are 
ideal for machines that are crafted from iron or other magnetic metals.

FRP Hand railing and FRP ladder system is designed to meet superi-
or corrosion resistance, long-life and a low maintenance.
These FRP Hand railing and FRP Ladders are light in weight and 
easy to fabricate compared to steel.
No welding required so no need to stop plants for installation.
There is a lot of saving on labour and plant down time cost, so the 
life cycle cost of hand railing and ladder system is significantly lower 
than of steel ones.
The components of hand railing and ladder system are made using
pultrusion process meeting minimum mechanical properties shown 
in the Structural shapes coupon properties table.
Depending on the requirement these products are available in
different resin systems.

FRP HAND RAILING SYSTEM



We deal in Glass Fiber Products 

Product Showcase

Glass Fiber
Reinforced Rebar

Glass Fiber
Reinforced ConcreteRoofing

Pultruded
Profiles

Glass Fiber
Mesh and Fabrics

Prefab



www.dreamboatpartners.com

Contact
+91 99209 79934
+91 70161 10752

Mail
dreamboatpartners@gmail.com

Horizon Heights , Shop no A 113, Near new SMC bhavan, Opp hanuman mandir,
66kv road , Amli, Silvassa UT of DNH&DD 396230

SEGMENTS

REAL
ESTATE

INFRASTRUCTURE RESIDENCE &
COMMERCIAL

COMPLEX

TEMPLES AIRPORTS COLLEGE RAILWAY
STATIONS

HOSPITAL SCHOOL PHARMACEUTICAL MARINE

PORTS GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONS

COMMERCIAL
COMPLEX

INDUSTRIESHOTELSRESORTS

ELECTRICAL AUTOMOBILE CONSTRUCTIONHVAC DUCT FILTERATION


